1. Acceptance of the Decisions and Rationales from Meeting of 4 January

2. Initial Consideration and Assessment of Survey Responses

   Review of Surveys that have been returned to the Commission. Discussion of the implications for future actions.

3. Potential Interviews, Question and Answer Session, with new Mayor and possibly another member of Council

   Both have been invited just before the Agenda was set. The timing reflected awaiting returned surveys which are attached to this Agenda. Be sure to read the surveys for the session.
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   Returned Surveys from Mayor and Members of Council

4. Discussion of other sources of information to invite to talk with the Commission

   Possible invitees to talk with the Commission are: current or former mayors of Shaker Heights; President of Mentor City Council (Mentor has a Council-Manager form of government no title of Mayor in the Charter); Mayor of Brunswick (Brunswick has a Council-Manager form of government but has an elected mayor with ceremonial powers); and Mayor of Lakewood. These are just suggestions to help start a discussion about whom the Commission would like to talk with.

5. Discussion of what other officials from Cleveland Heights to invite to talk with the Commission

   Based on the surveys returned, who would the Commission like to talk with.
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**Returned Commission Surveys**

6. *Presentation on the Commission Calendar*

The Commission now has a calendar that members can access. The Facilitator will overview the calendar and how it works.

7. *Additional Business*

8. *Public Comment*

9. *Adjourn*